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Abstract

Topologise the set of continuous self-mappings of a Hausdorff space by the graph topology.
When the set of closed subsets of the space is given the upper semi-finite topology then the
function which assigns to a map its fixed-point set is continuous. In many familiar cases this
is the largest such topology. Related results also hold for the function which assigns to each
pair of maps their coincidence set.
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35, 54 C 60.
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ogy, property W.

1. Introduction and preliminaries

Let X and Y be topological spaces and h: X —* Y a fixed map. If / : X —> Y is
another map then the coincidence set

</>(/) = {x e X\f(x) = h(x)}

is closed in X if Y is Hausdorff. The basic question considered in this paper asks
how iph(f) changes when / changes. An aspect of this question was considered
by Browder [1] and Connett [3] where / is a member of a parametrised family
and bounds on the cohomological dimension of the coincidence set are found
under certain circumstances.

This paper was presented, in an earlier version, at the 4th International Conference on Topology
and its Applications in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, on 1st October 1985.
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[2] Variation of fixed-point and coincidence sets 215

Let 7(X, Y) denote the collection of all continuous functions X —>Y, 7{X) =
7(X,X) and C(X) the collection of all closed subsets of X. Continuity of
iph- 7{X,Y) —• C(X), for Y HausdorfF, with respect to particular topologies
on 7{X, Y) and C(X) will be studied here. The coincidence function

X:7{X,Y)x7{X,Y)^C{X),

where

and the fixed-point function <p: 7(X) —• C(X) with ip = ipf,, where h is the
identity, will also be considered.

Denote by / the closed unit interval [0,1]. If H: X x I —> Y is continuous,
define rH : 7{X, I) -» 7{X, Y) by

rH(a)(x)=H(x,a(x)), Vx G X,

and set 7H{X,Y) = TH{7{X,I)). Define $H: 7H(X,Y) -+ C{X) by

The function a: 7{X,I) -> C(X) is defined by a(a) = oT^O).
For any topological space Z and any subset S of the power set of Z the

collection
{{U)\U is an open subset of Z},

where (U) = {S E S\S C U} forms a basis for a topology T on S. Two particular
cases are of interest in this paper.

A natural topology on 7(X, Y) is the graph topology, which is the topology T
above with Z = X xY and S = 7(X, Y). This topology is studied in [4] where
it is shown that it agrees with the source majorant topology if X is countably
compact and normal and Y is metrisable and hence with the compact-open
topology if also X is compact.

When Z = X and 5 = C(X) the topology T is called the upper semi-finite
topology, introduced by Michael in [7] and studied in [8].

The upper semi-finite topology is so weak that it is not even 7\, so it is not
surprising that <p and rph are continuous when 7(X, Y) is topologised by the
graph topology and C(X) by the upper semi-finite topology. More interesting is
the fact that in many familiar circumstances the upper semi-finite topology is
the largest topology on C(X) which, when combined with the graph topology on
7{X, Y) or 7{X), is compatible with the continuity of iph or <p. These situations
will be explored in Sections 2 and 3.

1.1 PROPOSITION. Suppose X and Y are topological spaces and f:X—*Y
is continuous. Let Z be a set and suppose g: X —• Z and h: Y —> Z are functions
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216 David Gauld [3]

such that g = hf. If T is the largest topology on Z for which g is continuous
then T contains every topology on Z with respect to which h is continuous.

PROOF. Any topology on Z for which h is continuous makes g = hf contin-
uous so is contained in T.

A perfectly normal space is a normal space X in which each closed set is the
inverse image of 0 under some continuous function X —• /; equivalently if for
each pair A, B of disjoint closed subsets of X there is a continuous function
a: X -» / with a'^O) = A and oT^l) = B.

1.2 LEMMA. Suppose X is perfectly normal and U C X x I is an open set
containing X x {0}. Then there is a continuous function IT: X —• (0,1] satisfying

VzGX, \ft€[0, *(*)], {x,t)€U.

PROOF. Let

Vn = {xeX\{x}x[0,±]cU}.

Then {Vn\n = 1,2,...} forms an open cover of X. By perfect normality this
cover shrinks to a closed cover {Wn\n = 1,2,... } of X. For each n let

be a continuous function whose support lies in Vn and which is 1/2" on all of
Wn. Define the continuous function TT: X —» (0,1] by

n=l

It is clear that TT is positive and if a; € X, let m be chosen so that nm(x) > 0
but for all n < m, Tin(x) = 0. Then x € Vm and ir(x) < l / 2 m - 1 < 1/m so the
condition is also satisfied.

1.3 LEMMA. Suppose X is perfectly normal, C C X is closed, ac'- X —* I
is continuous with «51(0) = C and U C X x / is an open set containing the
graph of ac- Then there is an open subset V of X containing C such that for
each closed set D CV there is continuous function ao: X —* I whose graph also
lies in U with a ^ O ) = D.

PROOF. Let W be an open subset of X containing C such that cl W lies in
the open set {x € X|(a;,0) € U}.

Since X is perfectly normal so is cl W so using Lemma 1.2 to obtain w on
cl W and normality to extend over X, there is a continuous function TT : X —* I
which is positive on cl W and satisfies

{x}x[0,n{x)]cU Vx
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[4] Variation of fixed-point and coincidence sets 217

Let V = W D {x € X\ir(x) > ac{x)}. Then V is open and if x € C then
ac(x) = 0 whereas TT(X) > 0 so x € V.

Suppose D C V is closed. Then there is a continuous function /?: X —> / with
/ J -^O) = Z? and /3(X - V) = 1. Let 7 : X -» / be a continuous function with
7 | X — V = acl-X" — V and i(C) = 1. Define the continuous function Q D : X —• /
by

aD(x) = mm{max.{w(x),ac(x)}, P(x)(ac(x) + i(x))/2}.

If x € V then TT(X) > cec(x) so ap(x) < TT(X) and hence (x, ap(x)) e £/. If
instead x € X - V, then /?(x) = 1 and 7(1) = ac(z) so a£>(x) = ac(i) and
hence (x, az>(x)) € f/. Thus the graph of ato lies in U.

Finally, «D(X) = 0 if and only if 7r(x) = ac(x) = 0 or /?(x)(ac(x)+i(x)) = 0.
However, when ac(x) = 0, TT(X) > 0 and "y(x) = 1, so az?(x) = 0 if and only if
P{x) = 0, that is x € Z>. Thus a^^O) = D.

1.4 PROPOSITION. Suppose X is perfectly normal. Give 7{X,I) the graph
topology. Then the upper semi-finite topology is the largest topology on C{X)
with respect to which a: ?(X,I) —>• C(X) is continuous.

PROOF. Firstly suppose that C(X) has the upper semi-finite topology. Then
a is continuous, for suppose a € 7(X, I) and V C X is an open set containing
o~(a). Let

U = (VxI)u[(X-a(a))x(0,l}}.

The set U is open in X x / and it is readily checked that U contains the graph of
a, that is a € (U). On the other hand, if 0 € {U) then o(0) c V s o a{{U)) C V.
Hence a is continuous.

Secondly, suppose U C C{X) is such that o~~l{U) is open in 7{X,I). To
complete the proof it suffices to show that U is upper semi-finite open. Let
C €.11 and choose a continuous function ac- X —*• I such that a^1 (0) = C. Then
ac € a~l(U) so there exists an open set U C Xxl such that ac 6 (U) C a~1{U).
Let V be the open subset of X given by applying Lemma 1.3. Then (V) is
an upper semi-finite neighbourhood of C. Moreover, if D € (V) then letting
a£>: X —• I be as in Lemma 1.3, it follows that an € (U) and hence that
D = a{ao) G U. Thus £/ contains (V) so U is an upper semi-finite neighbourhood
ofC.

2. Variation of coincidence sets

Throughout this section, X is an arbitrary topological space and Y is a Haus-
dorff space.
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218 David Gauld [5]

2.1 THEOREM. Let h: X -> Y be continuous. If 7{X,Y) is topologised by
the graph topology and C(X) by the upper semi-finite topology then

is continuous.

PROOF. Let V C X be open. Set

U = {{x,y) e X x Y\x E V or y ± h(x)}.

It is easily verified that U is open i n X x F and that (U) = ^
Theorem 2.1 shows that x is continuous in each of the variables separately.

While it is unknown whether x is continuous in general, under certain circum-
stances it is continuous.

2.2 THEOREM. Suppose that the topology on Y contains a subtopology T
such that either T is Hausdorff and the product X xY topologised using T on
Y is normal or T is metrisable. If 7(X, Y) is topologised by the graph topology
and C(X) by the upper semi-finite topology then x- 7(X,Y) x 7(X,Y) —> C(X)
is continuous.

PROOF. Let V C X be open and suppose f,g € 7{X,Y) are such that
x(f,g) € (V). To establish the continuity of x it suffices to find open
sets U\, U<2 C X x Y containing the graphs of /, g respectively and such that
Ui n U2 C V x Y.

Since T is Hausdorff it follows that the graphs of f\X — V and g\X — V
are disjoint closed subsets of X xY topologised using T. If the latter space is
normal then there are disjoint open subsets U[ and U? of X x Y containing the
respective graphs: these sets will also be open when the original topology on Y
is used. Let Ut = U[ U {V x Y).

If T is metrisable, let d be a compatible metric on Y. Set

Ui = {(*, y) € X x Y\x € V or d(y, /(*)) < d(y, g{x))},

U2 = {(x,y)eXxY\xeVoi d(y, f(x)) > d(y, g(x))}.

Call a homotopy H: X x I —*Y active if

Vx€X,Vt€(0,l], H{x,t) ? H(x,0).

2.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose H: X x I ->Y is continuous. If 7{X,I) and
7H{X,Y) are each given the graph topology then TJJ'- 7{X,I) —• JH(X,Y) is
continuous.

PROOF. Let W C X x Y be open and suppose a G T^1{{W)). Since W
contains the graph of TH{O) then for all x € X, there exist open sets Ux C X
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[6] Variation of fixed-point and coincidence sets 219

and Vx CY such that

(x,TH(a)(x))GUxxVxCW.

Set

The set T is open in X x I. It is claimed that a € (T) C T^1{(W)).

Suppose x € X. Then H(x, a(x)) = TH{OC){X) € Vx, so

(x, a(x)) e (ux x I) n fl-^K.) c r.
Thus T contains the graph of a.

Suppose /? € (T) and x&X. Then ( i , /?(z)) e T so there exists $ e X such
that x € t/€ and (x,0(x)) eH'1^). Thus

so r H (/?) €
This shows t h a t ? # 1 ( ( W ) ) is a neighbourhood of a and hence t h a t TH is

continuous.

2 . 4 COROLLARY. Suppose that X is perfectly normal, that H: X x I - » y
is active and that 7JJ{X,Y) is topologised by the graph topology. Then the upper
semi-finite topology is the largest topology on C(X) for which

is continuous.

PROOF. Defining h: X -> Y by h(x) = H(x,0), it follows that xpH is the
restriction of V/.: 7{X,Y) -»• C{X) to TH{X,Y). Thus by Theorem 2.1, ipH is
continuous when C(X) has the upper semi-finite topology.

On the other hand, suppose 7{X, I) also has the graph topology. By Propo-
sition 2.3, TH is continuous. Since H is active it follows that a = I^HTH- By
Proposition 1.4, the upper semi-finite topology is the largest topology on C{X)
with respect to which a is continuous. Thus by Proposition 1.1 the upper semi-
finite topology is the laregest topology on C(X) with respect to which tpn is
continuous.

2 . 5 COROLLARY. Suppose that X is perfectly normal, that H: Xxl —>Y is
active and that T(X, Y) is topologised by the graph topology. Define h: X —>Y
by h(x) = H(x,0). Then the upper semi-finite topology is the largest topology on
C{X) for which iph- f{X,Y) —• C{X) is continuous.

The topological space X has property W (strong) [6] is there is an active
deformation H: X x I —> X.
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The space Rn has property W (strong). Theorem 4.3 of [2] implies that a
compact connected topological manifold with Euler character 0 also has this
property. It is clear that if X has property W (strong) then so has X x Z for
any space Z. The same holds for E is p : E —* X is a fibre bundle and X is
paracompact, locally compact, connected and Hausdorff.

2.6 COROLLARY. Suppose that X is perfectly normal, that Y has property
W (strong) and that 7(X, Y) is topologised by the graph topology. Let h: X —>Y
be continuous. Then the upper semi-finite topology is the largest topology on
C(X) for which rph- 7{X,Y) —> C(X) is continuous.

PROOF. Suppose G:YxI—>Y is an active deformation. Define

H:XxI-+Y

by H(x,t) = G(h(x),t). Then H is active so the conclusion now follows from
Corollary 2.5.

2.7 COROLLARY. Suppose that X is perfectly normal, that h: X -* Y is a
constant function, that IT: [0,1]->Y is a path with TT(O) = h(X) andn(t) ^ TT(O)
for all t > 0 and that 7(X, Y) is topologised by the graph topology. Then the
upper semi-finite topology is the largest topology on C(X) for which

V/,: 7(X,Y) -> C(X)

is continuous.

PROOF. Define H: X x I -> Y by H(x,t) = ir{t). Then H is active and the
conclusion follows from Corollary 2.5.

2.8 COROLLARY. Suppose that X is perfectly normal, that Y contains a
non-constant path and that T(X, Y) is topologised by the graph topology. Then
any topology on C(X) for which x- 7(X,Y) x T(X,Y) —* C(X) is continuous is
contained in the upper semi-finite topology.

PROOF. Since Y is Hausdorff and contains a non-constant path, there are a
point p € Y and a path TT : [0,1] —• Y satisfying ir(t) = p if and only if t = 0.
Take h: X —* Y to be the constant map h(X) = p. Define

by w(/) = (/)/*)• Then w is continuous and V/» = X<̂ . Thus any topology on
C(X) for which x is continuous also makes t/>h continuous so is contained in the
upper semi-finite topology, by Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 2.7.
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3. Variation of fixed-point sets

Throughout this section AT is a Hausdorff space. Letting h be the identity
map on A" in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.6 leads immediately to the following
corollaries.

3.1 COROLLARY. If7{X) is topologised by the graph topology and C(X) by
the upper semi-finite topology then <p: 7(X) —* C(X) is continuous.

3.2 COROLLARY. Suppose X is perfectly normal and has property W (strong).
Topologise 7(X) by the graph topology. Then the upper semi-finite topology is
the largest topology on C(X) for which <p: T(X) —• C(X) is continuous.

One of the most familiar situations involving fixed points is that where the
space under consideration is Bn, in which case the fixed-point set is non-empty
so the conclusion of Corollary 3.2 is false. Let C*(X) = C(X) - {0}, and
set 7*{X) = <p~1C*{X). The graph topology on 7*(X) and the upper semi-
finite topology on C*(X) will be understood to be the respective restrictions
and <p: 7*{X) —• C*(X) will also denote the restriction. By Corollary 3.1,
this <p is also continuous. Of course T*{Bn) — 7(Bn) and by [9, Theorem 1]
<p7*{Bn) = C*(Bn). It will now be shown that the upper semi-finite topology
is the largest topology on C*(Bn) for which <p is continuous.

DEFINITION. The topological space X has property W locally uniformly if for
each p € X there is a neighbourhood N of p in X and a continuous function
H: X x I x N -+ X such that for all x € X, for all y G N, for all t € (0,1],
H(x, 0, y) = x and, if x ^ y, H(x, t, y) ^ x. Any space having property W
(strong) has property W locally uniformly and any space having property W
locally uniformly has property W [6]. The spaces Bn and 5" (all n) have property
W locally uniformly. If X and Y both have property W locally uniformly so has
XxY.

3.3 THEOREM. Suppose X is compact, perfectly normal and has property W
locally uniformly. Topologise 7* (X) by the graph topology. Then the upper semi-
finite topology is the largest topology on C*(X) for which <p: 7*(X) —* C*(X) is
continuous.

PROOF. Let U C C*{X) be such that v?-1(Z/) is open in the graph topology.
It must be shown that

for all C E U, there exists open V C X with C CV such that
D Eli whenever D is a non-empty closed subset of V.
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Let C €li. It is claimed that

for all p G C, there exists open UP,VP C X with p G Up, C C Vp,
^ and D G & for each closed D cVp for which DC\UP^ 0.

Assuming condition (*) for the moment, let {Ui\i = l , . . . , n } be a finite
subcover of the open cover {Up\p G C} of C and index the corresponding sets
Vp similarly. Let

The set V is open and contains C. If D c V is non-empty and closed then
for some t, D D f/j ^ 0 . Since also £> C Vi, it follows from (*) that D e U as
required.

It remains to verify (*). Let p G C. Since p is fixed for the rest of the proof,
the subscript p will be omitted from Up and Vp. Let H: XxlxN —• X be as in
the definition of property W locally uniformly. Let ac '• X —* I be a continuous
function with a^CO) = C and define h: X —• X by /i(x) = i?(x, a<?(z),p). Then
V?(/i) = C G Zi so there is an open subset W of X x X containing the graph of h
such that (W) C ip~1(U). Since XxX'vs compact and Hausdorff, hence normal,
there is an open set W C X x X containing the graph of h such that c\W C W.

By compactness of X x I, there is a neighbourhood U of p such that for all
(x,t,y) 6 X x I x U, if {x,H{x,t,p)) e W then (x,H{x,t,y)) £ W. Define
P:XxI^XxXby P(z,t) = (x,H{x,t,p)). Then p-l(W) is open in X x /
and contains the graph of ac- Let V be the open subset of X obtained by
applying Lemma 1.3 with the set U in Lemma 1.3 replaced by p~1(W).

Suppose D is a closed subset of X with D cV and D(~\U ^ 0 , say y G D(~\U.
Define g: X —• X by 3(1) = if(a;, ao(i),j/) where ap is given by Lemma 1.3.
Then g G 7*{X) and £>((?) = D. Furthermore, since P~1(W) contains the graph
of c*£> it follows that Vx G X, (x,H(x,ct£>(x),p)) G W and hence W contains
the graph of g, so that ge<p~l{U). Thus D = <p{g) G I/.

3 .4 COROLLARY. When 7(Sn) has the graph topology, the upper semi-finite
topology is the largest topology on C(Sn) for which ip: T(Sn) -* C{Sn) is con-
tinuous.

PROOF. Let U C C{Sn) be such that <p~1(U) is open in the graph topology
and let C G U. If C = 0 then it is clear that C G (0 ) C U so that U is an upper
semi-finite neighbourhood of C. lfC^0 then by Theorem 3.3 there is an open
set V G Sn with C C V such tha t D E U whenever D is a non-empty closed
subset of V. It suffices to show that 0 €.U also in this case for then C G (V) c U
and again U is an upper semi-finite neighbourhood of C.
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Let x € V, so that {x} 6 U. It is elementary to construct a continuous
function (even a homeomorphism) f:Sn—>Sn having the single fixed-point x
such that arbitrarily close to / there are fixed-point free continuous functions.
Since / € ^>~1(i/), there is a fixed-point free continuous function g € <p~l(U).
Thus 0 = ip{g) € U as required.

Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 3.3 are not the strongest possible, that is, there are
spaces X for which the conclusions remain valid even though the hypotheses are
not satisfied. This has already been illustrated by Corollary 3.4. On the other
hand, the upper semi-finite topology need not be the largest topology on C(X)
or on <p7(X) for which <p is continuous. For example, if X is any discrete space
then the graph topology on 7{X) is also discrete so <p is continuous whatever
topology is assigned to C(X); in particular if C{X) is given the discrete topology
which is strictly larger than the upper semi-finite topology.

Some fixed-point theorems, such as that of Kakutani [5] apply to multifunc-
tions. A multifunction from X to itself is a function / : X —• P(X), where P{X)
is the power set of X. Some authors require f(x) ̂  0 for each x but that is not
necessary here. The graph of the multifunction f:X—*P (X) is the set

{(x,y)€XxX\yef(x)}.

Let 7m{X) denote the set of all multifunctions from X to itself having closed
graph. Under the assumption that X is Hausdorff, each / € 7(X) has a closed
graph so there is a natural inclusion 7{X) C 7m(X). Further, the function
<p: 7{X) —• C(X) also extends naturally to a function <p: 7m(X) —> C(X), where

p(/) = {x e X/x G /(*)}.

A simple adaptation of the proof of Theorem 2.1 yields the following generalisa-
tion of Corollary 3.1.

3.5 THEOREM. If 7m(X) is topologised by the graph topology and C(X) by
the upper semi-finite topology then (p: 7m(X) —> C{X) is continuous.

Since 7{X) is a subspace of 7m{X) it is an immediate consequence of 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4 that under the conditions of those results, the upper semi-finite topology
is the largest topology for which <p: 7m(X) —> C(X) is continuous.
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